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ABSTRACT

Current state of remote lecture software has seve-
ral problems: it promotes a teacher-centered tea-
ching/learning style, it does not provide the lecturer
with new tools compatible with today’s technology, it
limits teacher’s freedom during classes, the audience
cannot follow on-the-fly-created lectures in their per-
sonal computers, and remote students cannot partici-
pate or interact with the main class from their local e-
board or computer. We propose to develop a new soft-
ware system, non-invasive, based on free drawing, syn-
chronous interaction, and remotely controlled, which
will enable a more rich interaction between teacher
and students. This will allow the teacher to express
him/her more freely, and distant students to participate
more actively in lectures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the explosive Internet and broadband
development has opened a whole new dimension
to education: distance synchronous teaching/learning
allows student far away from their teachers to follow
the classes by viewing them on real-time video confe-
rences, as well as following pre-prepared presentations
for each lecture, directly by accessing them through In-
ternet, or replaying teacher’s screen in local projector
[1].
This helps geographically distributed academic or-

ganizations to still work together closely. The re-
cent moving of part of the GITS facilities from Nishi-
Waseda Campus to Honjo, ninety kilometers away
from Tokyo, is an excellent example of the need of
distance-learning remote lecturing sessions. Every
day, students participate in remote lectures by video-
conference, allowing them to take part of a class they
could not attend physically. Teacher’s presentation is
projected on both classrooms, so students can follow
the lecture as the teacher speaks. Although attending to
presentations remotely is substantially inferior to face-
to-face participating, it is better than not having the
opportunity of following the lecture at all. Being part
of the local audience and watching the class through
a screen is definitely different: The professor is not
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able to call remote students to do some exercises in the
board. Moreover, sometimes the distant audience does
not have any real whiteboard to look to. They only see
a projected replay of original e-board’s screen on the
wall. So, It is obvious that results will be different.
We propose the design and development of a new

educational software system, which will support the
performance of remote lectures by allowing teachers
to develop high-quality learning contents on-the-fly.
This will be based on non-invasive tools recognizing
teacher’s gestures instead of using menues or floating
palettes which may distract the focus of attention of the
audience on the important parts of the learning mate-
rial being presented [2]. This software will also have
the ability of being manipulated by remote interaction.
Figure 1 shows an example of this collaborative soft-
ware.

Local Classroom Remote Classroom

Fig. 1. Remote access collaborative classroom

2. MAIN PROBLEMS

Current systems do not provide teachers and students
with tools which allow them to achieve in remote lec-
tures the same results as in face-to-face lectures [3].
Certainly, existing technology is not being fully ex-
ploited.

2.1. Currently used software was not designed for
education

We realize that mostly all used software, like Adobe
Acrobat, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Windows,
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or Smart Notebook, was not designed specifically for
educational purposes [2]. In fact, currently there is no
appropriate educational-lecture tool able to mix both,
the ability of writing and drawing, and the power of
generating high quality documents or graphics on-the-
fly easily, without interrupting the class. [3]

2.2. Students cannot access remote white-board

Some campus, like Honjo and Nishi-Waseda, are pro-
vided with a complete set of tools to support remote
lectures, from video-conferencing systems to elec-
tronic boards. Although remote classroom’s e-board
is not being used at all, and students cannot participate
apart from asking questions to the professor through
the camera.

2.3. Teacher-centered environment

Some teachers maintain certain skepticism to the in-
tegration of the technology in their classrooms. [4]
They think the computer will interfere the natural
course of their class, and they are right: Current
tools create a teacher-centered environment, i.e., if the
teacher explains any idea by drawing over the slides,
or switches from one application to another, students
cannot equally participate, and if they want to follow
what the teacher is explaining, they must individually
reproduce the same action in their personal computers,
affecting their concentration on professors’ speech [2].

2.4. Technology limits teacher freedom

The main goal of technology in the classroom is to
improve local and remote classes: Help teachers get
the most from available devices like e-boards, without
interrupting the normal development of classes. But
current state of computer-given lectures is restricted to
a few options: playing a lineal slide show, using a com-
puter to show pre-prepared documents, or hand writing
over the screen. The first two do not give the freedom
to develop new contents during a class [3] and the third
one does not use all the potentials of the e-board.

3. ANALYSIS AND PROPOSAL APPROACH

New technologies are meant to improve and make our
activities easier. For example, introduction of web-
based learning has given students many advantages,
like studying whenever they want to or reducing time
and money spent on traveling [5], but we have to
keep in mind that face-to-face learning is not replacea-
ble and, therefore, we are not looking to replace the
teacher-student relationship. [3]

3.1. New educational software

We do want to improve education, but at the same
time, we do not want to introduce disturbing elements.
We have to recognize in the available technological
resources the advantages we want to exploit, and the

disadvantages we need to avoid. Then we will focus
on developing a new educational software, in order to
solve the problems already mentioned.

3.2. Non-invasive system

Traditionally, teachers have used a normal white board
in order to explain their ideas. Professors represent
these concepts exclusively with pens and gestures, not
floating-tools or anything more advanced than writing,
erasing and using their hands. So, introducing new ele-
ments to the equation may alter original results. Thus,
the less we interrupt professors’ teaching, the less we
will distort its primary target: to teach. In this way, we
will reduce teachers’ skepticism towards technology in
their classes. Then, our first objective is to develop a
non-invasive system.

3.3. E-board interface based on gestures

Previous work has shown positive results based on
software developed specifically for e-boards. Prece-
ding research and design in electronic-board-supported
classes has created and tested Java-FreeStyler, a soft-
ware aimed to improve Java lectures with e-boards,
which avoids context changes during classes, thus in-
creasing students attention [2]. They proved that using
this program specifically designed to teach Java using
interactive boards, better results may be achieved than
using standard developed software. They focused on
solving the context change issue, and they succeeded:
Precise objectives lead to precise results. Therefore,
our second objective is to focus our efforts towards a
clear large screen interface design [6, 7] aimed to help
teaching in precise ways. We will concentrate in de-
signing a special interface that allows traditional tea-
ching to be translated in high-quality vector-based gra-
phics in real time, based on common teachers’ gestures
over an electronic board. Figure 2 shows an example
of drawings before and after recognition.

Before recognition After recognition

Fig. 2. Gestures recognition example

3.4. Remote collaborative system

Waseda GITS campus has recently moved to Honjo,
outside Tokyo. Students need to travel for one hour
and a half from one place to the other, so physically at-
tending lectures given in the other campus is quite time
consuming. This is why remote lectures are of great
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importance. For this, they have set a screen-sharing
scheme, parallel to a videoconference system, both
based on broadband connectivity. This setup allows
both classrooms to share almost the same experience,
but one clearly has the privilege of being the main
classroom, where the teacher is. So remote students
cannot physically feel the teacher’s presence, as well
as the teacher cannot feel theirs. This sensation gets
increased when students in one classroom can see the
teacher drawing in the board, and the others see the
result projected in they local screen. In fact, teachers
could ask a local student to do exercises in the board,
but he cannot call a remote student. This makes the
situation even more unjust. In order to turn this sce-
nario fairer, both groups should have same opportuni-
ties. Our third objective is to allow remote attendees to
interact with a local e-board as if they were in the same
classroom than the rest.

4. CONCLUSION

Current remote-lecture software should be improved in
order to satisfy the needs of distance teaching/learning
in Computer-Integrated Classrooms.
We propose to develop a new Java-based, non-

invasive collaborative software, based on gestures, de-
veloped specifically for the educational scope, which
will enable a more rich interaction between teacher and
students.

5. SUMMARY AND FUTUREWORK

We now have summarized our solution proposal
in order to solve current problems in remote tea-
ching/learning systems: To build a new software sys-
tem, based on Java technology, developed specifi-
cally for remote lectures between multiple Computer-
Integrated Classrooms. Figure 3 shows the overall
workflow of the system.

Share screen Clear screen

Screen capture is
sent to students

 Clear screen  command
is sent to students

Draw in the board

Drawing recongnition

Vector graphics generation

Send graphics to everybody

Grant control

Temprorary gives a student
the control of the main screen

Teacher/student
command

Background task

Fig. 3. Overall system workflow

With this software students would be able to share
teacher’s screen in their own computers, in local or re-
mote classrooms, without depending on what platform
they use, because it will be based on Java technology.
Also, this system would allow teachers to grant screen
control to any student, so that everyone, indepenently
on his location, could participate in the class equally.
Initially, software will capture professor’s screen

and then share it with the rest of the audience. Later,
when the professor begins to make explanations over
the slides, after each drawing is made, recognition sys-
tem will translate the writing in graphical objects based
on vector graphics, using few bytes, instead of captu-
ring the whole screen bitmap. Then, these elements
will be multicasted to all student who follows the class.
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